ABSTRACT. The usual unitary representations of the special unitary, symplectic, or special orthogonal groups define a sequence of smooth actions on the complex Stiefel manifolds called the regular linear models. If one of the above groups acts smoothly on the complex Stiefel manifold of orthonormal2-frames in en for odd n, and if the identity component of the principal isotropy type is of regular type, then it is shown under mild dimension restrictions that the orbit structure and the cohomology structure of the fixed point varieties (over the mod 2 Steemod algebra) resemble those of the regular linear models. The resemblance is complete in the cases of the special unitary and symplectic groups. There is an obstruction to complete resemblance in the case of the special orthogonal groups.
Introduction. Let Kj H be a compact homogeneous space. Then K acts transitively on KjH by left translations. If G is a compact Lie group, one obtains a family of natural actions on KjH by composing a homomorphism h: G ~ K on the left with the natural transitive action of K on Kj H. Since when K is a linear Lie group, h is nothing but a linear representation of G, we shall refer to actions in the above family as the linear models of KjH. In [12, p. 231] and [14, Chapter VII], W. C. Hsiang and W. Y. Hsiang have suggested the study of arbitrary smooth G-actions on KjH by comparison with the linear models on Kj H. This is a formidable problem in view of the fact that the case KjH = O(n + l)jO(n) alone took well over ten years of work before a reasonably complete understanding was achieved (for example, see [5, 10, 11, 13, 14] ).
Consequently, before the general problem can be approached, it is necessary to study special cases of K j H which cover a large variety of topological types. In a series of papers, we begin to analyse the situation on w,.,2 for odd n, where w,.,2 = X denotes the complex Stiefel manifold of orthonormal2-frames in cn.
The w,.,2'S were chosen for three reasons: their relation to odd spheres (which can be regarded as w,. I)' the variety of linear models (as numerous as the number of unitary representations of G), and the wealth of information on their homotopy [18, 19, 20] . Particular mention should be made of the fact that while the w,.,2'S are of the same integral cohomology type as s2n-3 X s2n-\ they are not of the same homotopy type as s2n-3 X s2n-I [18, 20] . To detect this topological difference, one has to use, for example, Steenrod operations when n is odd and Whitehead products when n is even. Hence built into the study of transformation groups on w",2 is the problem of utilizing homotopy information to obtain knowledge of the behavior of compact transformation groups.
In this paper we investigate the orbit structure and fixed point variety structure of smooth actions of G(m) = SU(m), Sp(m) , SO(m) , and Spin(m) on w",2' n odd, under the assumption that the identity component of a principal isotropy subgroup is again conjugate to G(r o ), ro 0;;;; m. After examining properties of the regular linear models in §1, we shall give a summary of the main results of this paper in §2. In §3 we give some applications of the results in §2. In §4 we give an outline of the proof of the main theorem through a detailed proof for the case G = Sp(m). Lastly, in § §5 and 6 we discuss the proofs of the cases of SU(m), SO(m) , and Spin(m).
The results in this paper constitute a portion of the author's doctoral dissertation written under Professor W. Y. Hsiang. The author wishes to express his gratitude to Professor Hsiang for his constant encouragement and invaluable advice and to Professor Hans Samelson for numerous discussions and general guidance.
1. The linear models. In this section we describe the characteristics of the regular linear models on w",2 ' We begin with some notation and conventions. We regard points in w",2 as on points, which are (n X 2) matrices. This is the same as composing k/Lm EB (trivial) on the left with the usual action of SU(n) on SU(n)jSU(n -2) via left translations. Similarly, we define the regular linear models of Sp( m) and SO( m) using the usual embeddings c: Sp(m) C SU(2m), c: SO(m) C SU(m).
We make the following observations. 1. For SU(m), necessarily m ,.;;; n; if m = n we get the usual transitive action on w" 2 ' 5. We continue to assume F -=1= 0. Then the reduced geometrical weight system (see [14, especially Chapters IV and V)) is n~cw",2) = {±8;; 2k} for SU(m) and {±8;,4k} for Sp(m). Here ±8; are the weights of For SO(m) actions it is more convenient to consider H~(X; Z/2). Here we need n to be odd. Let x, y denote the generators of H*( X; Z /2). Then Sq 2 x = y. It is easily seen that H~(X; Z/2) is isomorphic to ARG(i, y), where RG = H*(BG; Z/2) and
2. Statement of results. In the following we shall let (Ho) denote the conjugacy class of the identity component of a principal isotropy subgroup of the given G-action and shall refer to it as the connected principal isotropy type of the action.
The main result of this paper is the following. [14] ). While his theorems apply to more general Stiefel manifolds, our theorem contains more detailed information about the cohomological structure of the network of submanifolds {F(G(m -j), X)} as well as about the equivariant characteristic classes of the actions. Also, his assumptions on the geometric weight system imply our assumption on connected principal isotropy type.
Ifm is odd and
3. Applications. In this section we deduct a corollary of the main theorem to the effect that generically speaking a classical simple Lie group G( m) acts smoothly on w",2' n odd, only if w",2 admits a linear model of G(m [11, I] , We therefore have the conclusion below:
If SO(m) acts smoothly and nontriviallyon w".2' n odd, with m > n ;;;;. 19, then the principal isotropy type can only be (SO(m -2)). If the conjecture at the end of §6 is true, then all SO( m) actions on X with m > n ;;;;. 19 must be trivial.
REMARK. Theorem 1 says that in order that SU(m) or Sp(m) act smoothly and nontrivially on w" 2' n odd and sufficiently large, it is necessary that these groups admit an n-dimensional complex representation. If Sql Y = 0 and n ;;;;. 19, the same is true of smooth SO( m) actions on X.
4. An outline of the proof of the main theorem and the specific case of Sp( m). In this section we give an outline of the proof of the main theorem through describing the proof for the case G = Sp(m). Essentially there are four main steps:
Step 1. We obtain information about the isotropy types of the given G( m )-action from the connected principal isotropy type.
Recall that the Stiefel manifolds are parallelizable [24] and hence W*(X) = 1, PiX) = I, where W*(X) is the total Stiefel-Whitney class of X and PiX) the License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use total Pontrjagin class of X. In [15] we have the following theorems concerning local orbit structure: For a rough outline of the proof of this theorem we refer the reader to that of Theorem VIL2' on pp. 138-139 of [14] . It is assumed there that F(T, X) oft 0; however, with our assumptions and using Theorem VILI of [14] we may always restrict the action to an appropriate subgroup so that the fixed point set becomes nonempty. The technical part of the proof of Theorem 2 involves choosing the subgroups K p ' K and the integer n' carefully so that the outline of the argument goes through. Because of the amount of care needed this technical part is long and not particularly enlightening. Hence we choose not to include the detailed proof here.
REMARK. For k = n -2, the conditions (i) and (ii) become ro ;;;;. 4, 4, and 8 in the respective cases of SU(m), Sp(m), and SO(m).
Step 2. We use the information about isotropy types obtained in step 1 to deduce some facts about the equivariant cohomology of w" 2 
and of fixed point sets of subgroups of G(m).
As an example, consider the case G( m) = Sp( m) with connected principal isotropy type Sp(ro), where ro ;;;;. 4. In view of Theorem 2 all isotropy subgroups of the action are conjugate to Sp(rx) for some rx ;;;;. roo
We shall also assume that F(Sp( m), X) oft 0. This restriction is relatively mild, because if we have an action with empty fixed point set satisfying all the above assumptions then applying a theorem of Allday (Theorem VII.l on p. 136 of [14] ) we see that the original action restricted to the standardly embedded Sp( m -2) will have nonempty fixed point set, regular orbit structure, and nontrivial principal isotropy type. In any event we may further restrict the Sp( m) action to Sp( m -1) and still have non-empty fixed point set, regular orbit structure, and nontrivial principal isotropy type. Such restrictions are necessary, as shall be seen.
Let X denote w",2 from now on.
LEMMA 1. F = F(T, X) = F(G(m), X) is an integral cohomology product of two odd spheres and an orientable closed submanifold of X.
PROOF. This lemma follows from a standard argument involving the Serre spectral sequence of the fibration p: Xr -> B T , Corollary 2 on p. 46 of [14] , Proposition 1 on p. 45 of [14] , and Theorem IV-5 on p. 53 of [14] . (See also [9] 
by abuse of notation) and the inclusion H*(BG; Z/2) C H*(B T ; Z/2).
Step 3. Using the topological splitting principle in [10] , we set up an equation with variables in H*(B T ; Z/2) and operator equal to Sq2.
Again, we illustrate with G = Sp(m).
FX EG
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use where spaces in the left column are regarded as T-spaces while those in the right column are regarded as G-spaces. All 
XG·
In cohomology, we get a commutative diagram Let us now assume for the rest of this section that dim II = p ..;
Sql band Sq2 12 are odd dimensional, hence zero. Now there are two cases:
Id2 is a Zj2-orientation class of H*(F; Zj2), and we may consider the ideal
For the definition and information about ItA x, F), we refer the reader to [10] or Chapter IV, § §2 and 3 of [14] . The splitting theorem of Chang and Skjelbred (see [10] or Chapter IV, §3 of [14] ) now gives use the other side of the equation. Combining this with the calculations before the statement of Lemma 5, we see that Lemma 5 is completely proved. 0
Step 4.
The explicit solution 01 the equation derived in Step 3.
A priori, there may be many solutions to the equations (i) or (ii). However, it turns out that the global group action forces a set of local equations to be satisfied, and the action of the Weyl group gives the relationship between the solutions of the local equations and the solutions of the global equation. This yields a unique solution to the global equation.
As an example, we consider the case of Sp( m ).
As remarked before (Step 2) without loss of generality, we may assume F * 0. At this point one observes that the main theorem for G = Sp( m) has been completely proved.
The case of SU(m).
The discussion of the case G = SU(m) essentially parallels that of the case of Sp( m). The main difference is that Step 4 becomes more complicated.
First, we note that Lemmas 1 through 5 hold for G = SU(m), the only necessary change being that in Lemma I a (a is a symmetric polynomial) By combining the results of these three cases, it can be seen that the main theorem has been completely proved for G = SU(m). 0
The case of SO( m) and Spin( m).
In proving the main theorem the SO( m) case is the most difficult case to deal with. The basic reason is that toral rank no longer distinguishes the isotropy types of an SO( m )-action of regular type. Consequently, the Z j2-tori instead of the tori of SO( m) serve better to capture the characteristics of the group action. Unfortunately, a priori, fixed point sets of Zj2-tori need no longer be connected. (See [23] .) Moreover, in using Zj2-tori, we lose track of the parity of the dimensions of the generators of the Zj2-cohomology of the fixed point varieties. All these cause difficulties in the proof of the main theorem.
Before proceeding further we remark that the case of Spin( m) actions can be reduced to that of SO( m) actions. The reason is that given a Spin( m) action of regular type, the geometric weight system is k{ ±(JJ and hence {± I} acts trivially on w",2. The action therefore factors through SO( m ).
Let us now state the assumptions we need for this section. We assume SO( m) acts smoothly on w",2' n odd, with connected principal isotropy type (SO(ro» and ro ~ 8. In view of Theorem 2, all isotropy subgroups of the action are conjugate to SO( rx) for some rx ~ roo We shall also assume that F(SO( m), w",2) =1= 0. This assumption is again relatively harmless; for if we have an action with empty fixed point set and ro ;;;. 11 satisfying all the assumptions above, we may appeal to Theorem VII. 1 on p. 136 of [14] and see that if we restrict the G-action to the standardly embedded SO(m -4), the resulting action will have principal isotropy type (SO(ro» with ro ;;;. 7 and a nonempty fixed point set. Because the original action has orbit structure modelled after the regular linear model so does the restricted action. The condition ro ;;;. 7 is needed because we shall have to further restrict the action by as many as five steps and we do not want to end up with a trivial principal isotropy type. LEMMA 
When m is even, F = F(SO(m), X) = F(T2' X) is an integral cohomology product of two odd spheres.
PROOF. We note that when m is even, then We next explain how we consistently choose generators for the cohomology algebras we shall encounter. There is a canonical map 1j*: H~O(miX; Zj2) ~ H~O(m-j)(X; Zj2). Choosep E F = F(G, X). We have the map 
.. HNF'; Zj2), i
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use goes to an element without constant term. All this can be summarized by the following commutative diagram: 
The last assertions follow from the above remarks. Applying Proposition 1 on p. 45 of [14] we see that S-IH;(2})( X; Zj2) is an exterior algebra on x, ji over
S-IR T (2}). Let F(i) = F(SO(m -i), 2X} = F(T}i), X). Then TPj-l) acts on F(2)-I)
with fixed point set F(2 j ); equivalently, TPj-l) jTP) "'" Zj2 acts on F(2)-I), which is an integral cohomology product of two odd spheres, with fixed point set F(2). The possibilities for H*(F(2 j ); Zj2) are given in [23] or on p. 410 of [8] . From this we see that S-IH;(2}) (F(2); Zj2) is an exterior algebra iff the first assertion of the lemma 2 holds. 0
We shall now make the assumption that F(J) ~Z/2 SP} X sq} in what follows until p. 608 . This means that for m odd we just restrict the action to SOC m -1).
We proceed to set up equations with variables in H*(B T2 ; Zj2) involving Steenrod squares. First we take the remarks at the beginning of Step 3 in §4, replace T by T 2 , and note that every statement remains true. Namely, there is a commutative diagram 
( We proceed with Stage one of our proof. As in §3, there is a basic commutative diagram ( Figure III ) that we shall refer to constantly. We make a few remarks about this diagram. We assume that F, 
Comparing these inequalities we find that k' ..; k -1 and k' > k -1 simultaneously. Hence (ii) e 2 e 3 = 1, e l e 4 = O.
We have a = elslt!1 + S2t!3, b = s l t!2 + e 4 t!4s 2 . As in (i), we can show that k = k' and k3 = k + 2, k2 = k -2. Hence e 4 = 0 and e l = 1. Hence F is connected. Finally, using similar reasoning, we rule out the cases in (b) of J. C. Su's theorem.
We conclude this section with a discussion of the condition SqJ y = O. At this moment, SqJ y appears to be the cohomological obstruction to the SO(m) actions (satisfying the hypotheses of the main theorem) being completely modelled after the regular linear models. We conjecture that SqJ y = 0 for any SO(m) action satisfying the hypotheses of the main theorem. SqJ y = 0 is implied, for example, by y being an integral class. If the coefficient system of the Z Serre spectral sequence of X T2 ~ BT2 is simple, then SqJ y would be O. In the case of the linear models, 4 divides r because the action results from complexifying kpm(r = 2k). So to show that 4 divides r in the general case involves detecting this complexification cohomologically or by some other means.
Note that the SqJ y obstruction is not unlike that in [21] (or the theorem on p. 58 of [5] ) and the discussion of Theorem 2 on pp.376-377 in [8] may be relevant.
We think that the obstruction is fictitious because in the case of w",2 much more structure is available from topology. Finally, we remark that we have not been able to remove the SqJ y obstructions by appealing to the Adem relations.
